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Discover More about the QSDA2019 Certification 

Are you interested in passing the Qlik QSDA2019 exam? First discover, who 

benefits from the QSDA2019 certification. The QSDA2019 is suitable for a 

candidate if he wants to learn about Qlik Sense. Passing the QSDA2019 exam 

earns you the Qlik Sense Data Architect title. 

While preparing for the QSDA2019 exam, many candidates struggle to get the 

necessary materials. But do not worry; your struggling days are over. The 

QSDA2019 PDF contains some of the most valuable preparation tips and the 

details and instant access to useful QSDA2019 study materials just at one 

click. 

QSDA2019 Qlik Sense Data Architect Certification 

Details: 

Exam Name Qlik Sense Data Architect 

Exam Code QSDA2019 

Exam Duration 120 minutes 

Exam Questions 50 

Passing Score 58% 

Exam Price $250 (USD) 

Books 
Data Architect 

Data Modeling for Qlik Sense 

Exam Registration Pearson VUE 

Sample Questions Qlik Sense Data Architect Certification Sample Question 

Practice Exam Qlik Sense Data Architect Certification Practice Exam 

 

QSDA2019 Syllabus: 

Objective Details 

Identify Model 

Requirements 
(10% of the exam) 

- Identify the data load and refresh requirements (e.g., 
tiered architecture, multiple data sources, varying refresh 
times) 

- Given a scenario, identify Qlik Sense features to meet 
customer needs (e.g., associative data model, master 
items, ODAG, GeoAnalytics) 

- Outline steps to implement security requirements 

http://www.analyticsexam.com/
https://www.analyticsexam.com/sample-questions/qlik-sense-data-architect-qsda2019-certification-exam-sample-questions
https://www.analyticsexam.com/sample-questions/qlik-sense-data-architect-qsda2019-certification-exam-sample-questions
https://qcc.qlik.com/course/view.php?id=285&section=1&_ga=2.62731823.2018235564.1578401069-1668303391.1570429862
https://inter.viewcentral.com/events/cust/search_results.aspx?keyword=&cat1_id=17&postingForm=default.aspx&cid=qlik&pid=1&lid=1
https://home.pearsonvue.com/qlik
https://www.analyticsexam.com/sample-questions/qlik-sense-data-architect-qsda2019-certification-exam-sample-questions
https://www.analyticsexam.com/qlik-certification/qsda2019-qlik-sense-data-architect
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Objective Details 

Design Data Models 

(30% of the exam) 

- Determine an appropriate data model design to meet 

customer needs 
- Decide on an appropriate data model that prioritizes 
reuse, scalability, and efficiency (e.g., tiered architecture, 

data governance) 
- Determine how to manage complex scenarios (e.g., 
calendar, set analysis, flags, functions) 

Build Data Models 
(40% of the exam) 

- Create data models (e.g., join, keep, resident load, 
where clause, incremental load, purge strategy, variable) 

- Given a scenario, use data transformation techniques 
with both data load editor and data manager 
- Manage security using section access 

- Use the Qlik Converter to migrate QlikView documents 
to Qlik Sense applications 
- Use appropriate data connections 

Validate Data 

(20% of the exam) 

- Validate data models against source information using 
Qlik Sense visualizations 

- Resolve data modeling issues (e.g., synthetic keys, 
circular references, scripting errors, debugging) 
- Resolve data issues (e.g., null values, data formatting) 

 

Broaden Your Knowledge with Qlik QSDA2019 

Sample Questions: 

Question: 1   

The Human Resources department sends the data architect an Employees table with newly 

hired employees in a monthly spreadsheet. 

The spreadsheet always has the same data structure and fields, but sometimes includes 

duplicates of previously hired employees. The data architect must load the Employees table 

into the data model each month, without duplication of the records. 

Which action should the data architect take to meet this requirement? 

a) Load the first Employees table and perform a full OUTER JOIN with the latest 

Employees table to the original. 

b) Load the first Employees table, updating the next month's Employees table using 

WHERE NOT EXISTS clause 

c) Load the Employees table by concatenating the latest Employees table to the 

previous month's table. 

d) Load the Employees table each month and LEFT JOIN the current table to the 

previous month's table. 

Answer: b 

  

http://www.analyticsexam.com/
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Question: 2  

User A is the owner of a Qlik Sense app that uses section access. User A is NOT included in 

the Section. Access table of the app. The app is published in the Sales stream. A security 

rule grants User A access to the Sales stream. 

User A accesses the Sales stream in the hub to open the app. What is the result? 

a) User A sees the app in the Sales stream, but is unable to open it and sees an 

"Internal Error" message 

b) User A does NOT see the app in the Sales stream 

c) User A sees the app in the Sales stream and is able to open the app 

d) User A sees the app in the Sales stream, but is unable to open it and sees an 

"Access Denied" message 

Answer: d 

Question: 3  

An analyst needs to review sales information for the previous year-to-date and the current 

year. The data in the sales app is refreshed daily. 

The Date field contains both past and future dates. The data architect decides to create two 

flags as master items. 

Which two functions will meet these requirements? 

(Select two) 

a) YearToDate(Date) 

b) SetDateYear(Date,1) 

c) InYear(Date,Today0,0) 

d) YearToDate(Date,-1) 

e) InYearToDate(Date-365,Today()) 

Answer: a, d 

Question: 4   

A sales team has access to a Sales Performance app. The app contains the Sales Goal 

metric, which is a complex calculation used in multiple visualizations. Individual users must 

drag and drop the Sales Goal metric into their own analyses. 

What should a data architect create to store the formula to calculate the Sales Goal? 

a) A master item in the assets panel 

b) A variable in the assets panel 

c) A variable in the data load editor 

d) A master item in the data load editor 

Answer: a 

http://www.analyticsexam.com/
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Question: 5  

A data architect is using the Qlik View converter to load a Qlik View document into Qlik 

Sense. The convertor does not load the Qlik View document correctly. 

Which two reasons will cause the convertor to fail? (Select two) 

a) Show/hide conditions are used in the Qlik View document 

b) The Qlik View document contains hidden scripts 

c) The Qlik View document has section access applied 

d) Variables have been used in the Qlik View load script 

e) The Qlik View document contains charts not found in Qlik Sense 

Answer: b, c 

Question: 6  

A data architect creates a new Finance app in Qlik Sense Desktop and is ready to publish it 

so that Finance users and Executives are able to access it. 

The app contains a single data connection called PRODDB. The Qlik Sense Enterprise hub 

has several streams configured and secured: Sales, HR, Finance and Executive, IT, and 

Everyone. 

Which instructions should the data architect provide to the system administrator to make 

sure that the app can be reloaded daily and accessed by the right users? 

a) 1. Import the new Finance app and publish to the 'Finance and Executive' stream 

2. Create the data connection called PRODDB 

b) 1. Publish the app QVF file to the 'Finance and Executive' stream 

Publish the data connection, PRODDB, to the 'Finance and Executive" stream 

c) 1. Import the new Finance app and publish to the 'Finance' stream 

Import the data connection called PRODDB 

d) 1. Copy the app QVF file to the 'Finance and Executive' directory 

2. Create a new data connection called PRODDB 

Answer: b 

Question: 7  

A data architect notices an issue with a measure in the master items. Item '5126' is used 

only for testing and must be excluded from the total. 

Which is the correct expression to meet this requirement? 

a) =Sum({$<ltemNumber -= {5126}>}[Total Value)) 

b) =Sum({$-ltemNumber = {" 5126"}>}[Total Value)) 

c) =Sum({$<ltemNumber = {}5126}>}[Total Value)) 

d) =Sum({$<ltemNumber != {"5126"}>}[Total Value)) 

Answer: a 

http://www.analyticsexam.com/
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Question: 8  

A data architect must load data from an online source using the REST connector. The REST 

endpoint must be called several times and pass different values into a query parameter each 

time to retrieve all required data. 

The URL and the other query parameters do NOT change between calls. The parameter 

values are stored in an existing table in the data model. These values have been previously 

loaded and may change during each data reload. 

A REST connector has already been set up with the appropriate URL and static query 

parameters. 

Which steps should the data architect use to retrieve all data? 

a) 1. Select the Add missing query parameters checkbox in the REST connector 

2. Use a FOR loop, No Of Rows () and Peek() functions 

Use WITH CONNECTION to add the relevant query parameter 

b) 1. Amend the REST connector and add the new query parameter with a value of * 

Ensure the association field matches the previous table 

Perform a LEFT KEEP to ensure only the needed results are loaded 

c) 1. Create a new REST connection for each query value 

2. Use a FOR loop, No Of Rows () and Peek () functions 

3. Call the appropriate REST connection dynamically for each loop iteration 

d) 1. Copy the URL from the REST connector and create a Web File connector 

2. Use a FOR loop, No Of Rows () and Peek () functions 

3. Amend the Web File connector URL in each iteration 

Answer: a 

Question: 9  

A data architect makes changes to a data model in an app that has 123 million rows of data. 

Each time the data is loaded, it takes 30 minutes. The data architect must limit the time 

required to validate changes to the data model. 

What should the data architect do? 

a) Open the debugger, set number of lines to 100, and click Run 

b) Insert a breakpoint at the LOAD command, open the debugger, and 0 step through 

the code 

c) Open the debugger, check Limited Load, and click Run 

d) Create a smaller data set in the database to load into the app 

Answer: c 

  

http://www.analyticsexam.com/
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Question: 10  

A data architect is building an app for a large healthcare organization, and is given these 

requirements: 

- Load data from SQL Server for eight hospitals 

- Load data from Oracle for six hospitals 

- All data must be refreshed once per day 

- Users must see details of each transaction 

- Most users should only see data for their hospital 

- Some users will have access to all data 

Which approach should the data architect take? 

a) Create a task that runs daily to load data from each system 

Use an incremental load strategy to add the daily data 

Create security rules in the QMC 

b) Create a task that runs daily to load data from each system 

Use an incremental load strategy to add the daily data 

Use section access 

c) Build a data warehouse from all sources 

Create a task that runs daily to load data from each system 

Create security rules in the QMC 

d) Create a task that runs daily to load data from each system 

Use a binary load process to load the data 

Use Section access 

Answer: b 

Avail the Study Guide to Pass QSDA2019 Qlik 

Sense Data Architect Exam: 

● Find out about the QSDA2019 syllabus topics. Visiting the official site 

offers an idea about the exam structure and other important study 

resources. Going through the syllabus topics help to plan the exam in an 

organized manner. 

● Once you are done exploring the QSDA2019 syllabus, it is time to plan 

for studying and covering the syllabus topics from the core. Chalk out the 

best plan for yourself to cover each part of the syllabus in a hassle-free 

manner. 

● A study schedule helps you to stay calm throughout your exam 

preparation. It should contain your materials and thoughts like study 

hours, number of topics for daily studying mentioned on it. The best bet 

to clear the exam is to follow your schedule rigorously. 

● The candidate should not miss out on the scope to learn from the 

QSDA2019 training. Joining the Qlik provided training for QSDA2019 

http://www.analyticsexam.com/
https://www.analyticsexam.com/qlik-qsda2019-certification-exam-syllabus
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exam helps a candidate to strengthen his practical knowledge base from 

the certification. 

● Learning about the probable questions and gaining knowledge regarding 

the exam structure helps a lot. Go through the QSDA2019 sample 

questions and boost your knowledge 

● Make yourself a pro through online practicing the syllabus topics. 

QSDA2019 practice tests would guide you on your strengths and 

weaknesses regarding the syllabus topics. Through rigorous practicing, 

you can improve the weaker sections too. Learn well about time 

management during exam and become confident gradually with practice 

tests. 

Career Benefits: 

Passing the QSDA2019 exam, helps a candidate to prosper highly in his career. Having 

the certification on the resume adds to the candidate's benefit and helps to get the 

best opportunities. 

 

 

 Here Is the Trusted Practice Test for the QSDA2019 

Certification 

VMExam.Com is here with all the necessary details regarding the QSDA2019 

exam. We provide authentic practice tests for the QSDA2019 exam. What do you 

gain from these practice tests? You get to experience the real exam-like questions 

made by industry experts and get a scope to improve your performance in the 

actual exam. Rely on VMExam.Com for rigorous, unlimited two-month attempts 

on the QSDA2019 practice tests, and gradually build your confidence. Rigorous 

practice made many aspirants successful and made their journey easy towards 

grabbing the Qlik Sense Data Architect. 

 

Start Online Practice of QSDA2019 Exam by Visiting URL 

https://www.analyticsexam.com/qlik-certification/qsda2019-qlik-

sense-data-architect 
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